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Beastly Biomes

By Carly Allen-Fletcher
What kind of biome do you live in and what animals do you share your home with?

Praise for Carly Allen-Fletcher’s previous
book, Animal Antipodes:
“This ingenious book blends geography
with zoology in a fetching way that enchanted
me from the front cover to its antipode at the
back. I am hooked!”
— David Schwartz, author of How Much
is a Million? and G is for Googol
“An engaging nonfiction picture book
with vibrant colors, unique text structure, and
playful concept to make the subject matter
easy to understand.”
— JoEllen McCarthy, Literacy Leader
and Educator Collaborative Book Ambassador
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Sweet Dreams, Sarah

By Vivian Kirkfield • Illustrated by Chris Ewald
Sarah Goode has big dreams. It takes persistence, but Sarah becomes
one of the first African-American women to receive a patent.
“Sweet Dreams, Sarah captures the soul
of what makes a dream a reality, encapsulating
history and heart. With brilliant artwork and
strong writing that bring to life post-Civil war
history, this book is a beautiful balance of
what makes a picture book biography stand
out. Sarah Goode’s determination and persistence resonate throughout the pages, an
inspiration for all readers.”
— Nadine Poper, Librarian, Amanda Stout
Elementary, Reading PA
“Possibilities happen when the power of
will, dreaming, and hard work come together.
Told with a bit of heart, much like the heart
enclosed in Sarah Goode’s envelope, this
story will have you rooting for Sarah while
teaching us all a little more about history.”
— Leah Anderson, author, One Shadow
on the Wall
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Martin & Anne:

The Kindred Sprits of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and Anne Frank
By Nancy Churnin • Illustrated by Yevgenia Nayberg
They seem to be from different worlds, but they were born the same year, 1929.
Martin & Anne tells us their inspiring stories, encouraging all of us
to choose kindness wherever we can.
“What a powerful picture book! The story and
illustrations are inspirational, beautifully relaying to
readers of all ages Dr. King’s and Anne Frank’s uplifting messages of hope and social justice.”
—Trudy Ludwig, bestselling author of The
Invisible Boy
“This story brilliantly connects two amazing
humans by their birth year and by sharing their
stories of finding hope in unimaginably dark
circumstances. A poignant read for parents and
teachers who want their children to build empathy
and appreciate how we are all connected, while
being full of important history.”
— Naomi Chamblin, Napa Bookmine
“A wonderful weaving of the stories of two
amazing and courageous people who both answer
hatred with love.”
— Kristen Carvalho, Board Member, Anne
Frank House, Inc of Washington, DC.
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